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THE WOOSTEB,

Modern Relevance Of
Prohibition Discussed
At Convocation

Fulbright Prof
To Teach

1854-191-

4

(1970)

Professor Maude win be teaching
two courses in the second semes

ter:

1) Interdepartmental 399.
PEACE STRAGEGIES IN WEST
ERN AND EASTERN EUROPE.
This win deal with European per
spectives on peace, security and
disarmament from the end of the
Second World War to the present;
with problems confronting peace
movements in their efforts to influence public policy; and with .human
ngnts issues in curope.
This course has no prerequisite.
It will count toward the Interna
tional Relations major. .
2) Political Science 399. THE
NORDIC DEMOCRACIES. This
win deal with the political systems.
and the domestic and foreign policies, of Finland, Sweden, Norway
and Denmark, and with the relation
of these countries to super-powconflicts and to European integra
tion. There are no prerequisites for
this course either.
Continued on Page
er

SAB Trips
The Dean's Office and the Student Activities Board are joining
efforts again to offer the following
trips for the next two weekends:
Friday. October 21st: Enjoy, an
evening at E.J. Thomas' Hall to see
Thornton Wilder play about a
town. Leave
small
Lowry 6:30 p.m., returning at 11:30
p.m. Tickets will cost 15 for this
play; however, the transportation
is free.
Saturday, October 22nd: Enjoy a
day in Cleveland among the museums of University Circle andor
ride the RTA downtown for a quick
jaunt to Cleveland. Leave Lowry 9
a.m., return to Woo by 8
Saturday, October 22th: Beach-woo- d
Place and Shaker Square.
Lota of small shoppes in Shaker
Square, enjoyable eating and pleasant surroundings. Beachwood Place
is a grand, shopping mall with
many fine and comfortable dining
possibilities. Leave Lowry 9 a.m.,
returning 6 pjn. Stop down between Monday and
Friday and sign-u- p
in the SAB
office, 10-- 4 p.m.
mid-weste- rn

p-- m.

By CHRIS LUSZ
"most radical, potentially signifiProfessor David Kyvig of the cant change in the constitution" "
University of Akron History depart since the 13th Amendment abolishment in his convocation talk. The ing slavery, said Kyvig. If it had
Battle Over Boozer A SO Year lasted, it would have destroyed a
Perspective On National Prohibi- large Industry, regulated public
tion addressed a topic that is close and private behavior and greatly
to the hearts of many in the college extended Federal powers, "redefincommunity. He displayed the conti- ing boundaries between public and
nuity and relevance of Prohibition private action."
to modern attitudes toward alcohol
'Prohibition was the culmination
use and abuse.
of a century-ol- d
debate over the
This November 8, Ohio voters role of alcohol in American society.
wfll be voting on whether to impose In Colonial times, alcohol played a
'
- 1
'
I
a 21 year age limit on the use of greater role than now.
The average person In 1798 conalcoholic beverages. About 50 years
'
gallons of pure alcohol in
repeal
to
voted
Ohio
voters
earlier,
sumed
J the 18th Amendment, doing away a year six(compared
to 25 gallons
.hi. ,ram m lin " IT "
now). Liquor was valued as mediciwith Prohibition.
David E. Kyvig gave the eonvoeatkm this week on The Battle Over
Professor Kyvig proposed that a nal, helping in the hard struggle of
Boose: A 50 Year Perspective on National Prohibition". Mr. Kyvig
historian can "give insights to the life, but not affecting performance
was visiting from the University of Akron. Photograph by Rob present by exposing the antece- to a great extent due to the slower,
d
Northrop.
nature of labor
dents of the past" and find a more
deeper understanding of our then.
present attitudes towards alcohol
As the nation began to modernby looking past the popular histori ize, the harmful effects of alcohol
on a modern worker became evical myths of Prohibition.
When President Hoover called dent The Protestant churches led
Prohibition "A great social and the way. in criticizing the use of
rT.t1)1
Hra jrtfc. Sf.
rtt
political experiment." the idea that stimulants.. Constiriptaa of alcchol
it was something less than an iron decreased steadily throughout the
clad law to be obeyed, but an period just before Prohibition, Prointrusion into private life and social fessor Kyvig reported.. League, the
norms, was already forming.
The
Works by Margaret Bourke- - On a 1934 Fortune assignment to When we crystallize our impres Women's Temperence Union- and
White, photographer for Time, Lite cover the drought in Western sions of Prohibition, we think of an the Prohibition Society were an
pseudo- - formed, calling for first the reducd
and Fortune magazines during the states, she was stunned by the ineffective,
1930s and 1940s, will be displayed at human suffering she encountered. reform, imposed by special groups tion, then the prohibiting, of alcohol
The. College of Wooster Art Mu- Motivated by a growing concern for of fanatical Dries, resulting hi un- use by government action. Social
seum Oct.
20. The exhibi- social issues, she teamed with nov- derworld activity and "rumships workers linked alcohol to poverty
and other social Cls.
tion, "Margaret Bourke-Whit- e:
The elist Erskine Caldwell (Tobacco rolling in the seas."
The progressive attitudes of the
view
of
The
the
weekend"
"lost
1938
to
Road)
the
document
open
in
to
Humanitarian Vision," is
could
harsh realities of lives of share- 1920's and similar myths encourage time assumed that legislation
the public free of charge.
The 110 works in the exhibition croppers in the southern United present day intolerance of social help to eradicate social problems.
a
were photographed in eight coun- States. The book they produced, restraints and the relevance of World War I gave Prohibition
the top, and the
tries between 1930 and 1954. Before "You Have Seen Their Faces," social changes in private life, in needed push over was
passed soon
a distrust of tampering 18th Amendment
television took hold in America, became a bestseller. Later the two addition toConstitution,
war.
end
of
the
Profesafter
the
said
with
the
were
married.
photojournalists played an imporwhy
Kyvig
asked
Kyvig.
then
if
however,
asked,
He
Professor
sor
magBy 1938 she had joined Life
tant role in informing Americans
Prohibition, once passed, met such
was flawed.
about events in the world. And no azine as one of its four original this view
d
opposition. The Vophotojournalist had greater import- photographers. She did the cover The difficulty in adding amend
disenforced
lstead
Act
the amendment
is
Constitition
to
ments
the
e.
Bourke-Whitand lead article for Ufe'a first
ance than Margaret
of the and If of 23 state referendum!
Her career began in Cleveland in issue. A Life assignment to Czecho- played by the failurerequires
a supported Prohibition (not includ1927 at the apex of the industrial slovakia in 1938 opened her eyes to E .RJL's amendment It
majority
ing Ohio). "A nation-wid- e
vote
a
Congress
H
and
vote
in
age. Her dramatic photographs of the Nazi aggression.
amendsupported the Progressive Prohibipass
an
to
states
the
Convinced that Russia would be from
industrial subjects, such as steel
tion amendment" affirmed Kyvig. x
mills and factories, brought her to the next country to become in- ment
was
the
18th
The
Amendment
persuaded
Continued on Page
the attention of Henry Luce. He volved in the war, she
founded Fortune in 1920 and hired Life to assign her to Moscow. When
Bourke-Whit- e
as the magazine's the Nazis invaded Russia in 1941,
Bourke-Whit- e
was the only Amerionly photographer.
Fortune's first issue featured her can photographer on the scene.
World War II was perhaps her
photographs exclusively, and
throughout the early 1930s, Bourke-Whit- e finest hour as a photojournalist
maintained unparalleled no- Shooting for both life and the U.S.
toriety as America's foremost in Air Force, she covered the air war
dustrial photographer. She soon from England, was torpedoed near
moved her studio to the new Chrys North Africa and was with General
ler Building in New York. Fortune George Patton's forces when they i i '
sent her to Germany in 1930, and liberated Nazi death camps
After the war. Life sent Bourke-Whit- e
she made several trips to Russia.
to India where she covered
age
1930,
28,
of
at the
In
she
independence
became the first foreign photogra- the British-India- n
pher permitted by the Soviet gov- -, talks as well as the country's famernment to take pictures of the ine and unrest Her interview with
V'
It.
.'.t
ambitious industrialization projects Gandhi turned out to be his last
launched under Stalin's first Five Only hours after their talk, Gandhi
Year Plan. The awesome progress was assassinated.
Forced into retirement by Parwitnessed in this and later visits to
Ulfelder of Stoo-f- u crunches a line drive in last weeks Lit.
Russias profoundly influenced her kinson's disease in the mid 1950s, Dave
Softball
The tournament was won by BFD. Photograph
thinking about social conditions in she officially retired from Life in by Franztournament
Jantzen.
the world.Continued on Page 12
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Wooster win be host to a Ful
bright Visiting Professor in the
forthcoming spring semester. He
will teach two courses, and be
available for informal gatherings
and personal conferences.
Professor George E. Maude is a
British citizen who has spent the
last 20 years in Finland. He is now
Decent of International Relations
at the University of Turku, Finland. He is the leading authority on
British Finnish relations, and has
published articles and books on
Finnish foreign poliicy. His two
principal books : '
The Finnish Dilemma: Neutrality
In the ShMdow of Power (1978)
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On Commercials

--

I don't like advertisements. I really do not. .
The advertisement, like the- cigarette, is seductively
corrosive in every way. Advertisers present unrealistic,
romanticised visions of surroundings in which they place
their Product, to be handled by overentbusiastic, attractive
people and used most attractively. Advertisements are predesigned to pre-se-ll
(which is conservatively backwards and
wasteful), and are no longer designed to fill a need. Instead,
the advertisement tells you what you need, attempting to
make you feel somehow guilty, inadequate and
if you don't buy or already own their product. One of
the easiest ways of achieving a hard sales pitch within thirty
seconds is the stereotyping of easily recognizable traditional
setting), which is
roles (such as a housewife-in-the-kitchdone incessantly. The painstakingly hand-picke'stars'
babble neurotically about their product, having happy,
informative conversations, and whenever possible, crack
safe,
in the tradition of the very
simplest slapstick skits. Songs are also often performed for
King
the consumer ('Aren't you huuuun-gr- y
for Bur-gnow?'). If generic humor is not an appropriate thrust, as it is
for something such as Lemon Fresh Joy dishwashing liquid
('...Lemon tree, very pretty, and the lemon smells so
sweet!!... --squeek squeek squeek-')- , then the tact is usually a
to appeal to those .who are deeply
concerned about choosing the correct product, such as in an
extra-strengpain reliever. In this type of commercial,
authoritative people dressed in proper business attire speak
seriously about the product, saying things like '...9 out of 10
doctors recommend...' and 'extra protection'. A new human-realisapproach has emerged recently,. the 'hidden camera
taste-tes- t'
category, wherein consumers discover (with delight) that they in fact do not like their old favorite product,
but much prefer the product being advertised, which presents
'actual proof ' of the product's authentic goodness. Symbolism
is everywhere, particularily sexually subliminal messages
designed to heighten subconscious stimulation during the
advertisement. Nothing is by accident, for the production and
airtime of a single commercial often runs into hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
Advertisements do not have any redeeming qualities:
they don't teach anything because the situations are so
isolated; they say nothing about the product because the
approach is anything but objective; and they don't promote
good values because stereotyped role models are used whose
behavior is often neurotic and hyperstimulated. They are not
even, strictly speaking, healthy, especially for young children, who up to seven years of age have little or no concept
of 'advertisement', and cannot distinguish between the
program and the commercial. The fast pace of advertisements aimed at this age group (such as fast zooms, pans and
much action) have been shown to lead to rowdy and
sometimes overtly hostile agression in play with other
children, and create desires the child has no possible way of
' editing. Yet
advertisements seem to be a profitable manipulative tool, and thus continue to be created and aired.
The advertisement cannot be banned or selectively edited
without violating principal concepts of the Constitution. Thus
television advertising has grown with relatively little restriction, a sad inevitability of mass production and communication, a distance between the producer and the consumer, a
responsive public, and a rather single-minde- d
capitalist
business community. With the Industrial Revolution, a unique
distance between the producer and the consumer increased
competition, which in an indirect way increased productivity,
which encouraged population growth and in turn necessitated
And so it has come to be, that almost
every member of every new generation born into the United
States, since 1960 has grown up taking both network
broadcasting and advertising for granted with unquestioning
tolerance, creating a generally naive public at the mercy of
unharnessed and unethical capitalist competitors through the
medium of television. In our isolated intellectual community this may seem a petty
and
yet. in our college environment we are disciplined to be more
"critical than the average viewer of television, as well as less
attached to it.
I find the commercial unconstructive and potentially
harmful to the viewer, for even though the concept of the
advertisement should logically create a critical attitude on
the part of the viewer, it obviously in most cases does not.
The commercial continues to shape and mold in a subtle,
clinical fashion the wants and needs of large groups of
Americans, influencing an America obsessed with products,
trends, popularity, name brands, and acceptance by other
people through these means.
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Franz Jantzen

Students
Address
Editorial

enjoy the social atmosphere of
which drinking often happens to be
a part. This is not to say that
people don't get drunk, because
they do. But getting drunk is not
the sole reason for drinking in the
first place.
The 'bizarre behavior' which occurs on Friday and Saturday nights
Editors:
does not necessarily occur because
By CLAY ALLABD
The gross generalizations you people are drunk. The party atmosThe Bread and Justice Community of
Myert House is located at the corner of made in the editorial of the October phere itself, not only the drinking,
College and Pine across from Mateer. If 7, 1983 issue of The Wooster Voice induces conviviality and general
you have any questions or would like to cannot do without reply. Your comgood moods. What's so wrong with
join us, feel tree to stop by. or call exL ments have insulted and degraded letting loose?
2732.
the mentality of a great number of
Furthermore, your comparison of
Since the beginning of the present
students at The College of Wooster.
The College of Wooster to English
age, a dichotomy of real and ideal
Your statement that all people schools is immaterial. The two
has existed in the Christian view of only drink to get drunk is simply atmospheres are quite different in
the world. Christ taught that the not true. Many students enjoy the that most drinking in England is
poverty and cruel neglect of the taste of the drink, as well as the done in pubs, while bars and pubs
real world must be fought with relaxing feeling it can provide. in Wooster are few and far be-Love, the weapon of the ideal
Even more importantly, students
world, so that the real may be
changed to the ideal. But the extent
of such change is never fully known
or appreciated by the faithful followers. This presents the dilemma
of the age: where does Justice,
Editors-in-Chiwhose instrument is Love and
Paul liffler .
Tom Hetrick
whose origin is ideal, fit into the
cruel, real world?
As a member of the Bread and
Production Editor,
Andrew Goldman
Justice House, I have thought seri
ously about the goals and rewards
of working within this campus to
wards the ideal, and also about
Managing Editor
Sarah Simmons
accepting the real world as a fact
of life. Too often I have heard
people say, "Soup and. Bread
Arts and Culture Editor
Elizabeth Koreman
doesn't accomplish anything."
a year may not be very much
money, in the vast hellhole that is
Newt Editor
Don Sandford
the Third World, it is an insignificant sum. That is the reality
but
Copy Editor
XUkeVeloff
what is the accomplishment of
Soup and Bread to be measured
by?
Is the Love of Christ, however
Photo Editor
Franz Jantzen
meagerly given, to be measured in
dollars and cents? In the twelfth
CL D. Altier
Business Manager
chapter of the Gospel of Hark.
Jesus Christ lauds the motives
behind even the smallest gift of an
Sport Editor
old woman, as he said, "Truly, I
say to you, this poor widow has put
Tom Ward
John SUpleion
in more than all those who are
contributing to the treasury. For
STAFF
they all contributed out of their
Peter Botti, Daw Bryan. Susan ft. Stevenson, Klmherle Brodle, Wotfgaag
abundance; but she out of her
Jones, Chris Lase, ftachael Porter. Dan-- ITotecaclo. Carolyn Matthews. Kathy
poverty has put in everything she
lei SJkorsU. Phil Undercnffler, So Uf Marshall, Rob Northrop. Emily Drage,
had, her whole living."
sett. Cheek Crai. Aaron Bnda. Jobs Cheryl Lover, Mare Miller. Drew Van-WflkJneea, Stephanie Tan, Amy Wetsber- - drereek. Carol Pearson, John Ssekeres,
9
Page
Continued on
ger. Us Manefae. Patricia Bauerie, J.D. Done Chfleott. Rick Proas. Warren Sei- Cot, lis FrW, Joh MUpo, Grant dl. Da rtd Booo, Joha Petrie. Floyd.
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NEWS
DIGEST

"The Scientist

Compiled by Chris Lose (Washington) Secretary of the

Interior James Watt resigned his
post after two weeks of rising
political criticism. Watt will remain at his post until a successor is
sworn in. Intense criticism of a
remark he made concerning members of the advisory panel as "a
black ... a woman, two Jews and a
cripple," was a major factor in his
resignaion. Senators had been expected to approve a
measure urging Watt's leaving after returning from recess. President Reagan reluctantly accepted
the resignation, saying "Watt has
done an outstandng job."
(Rangoon) A bomb in Burma
killed 16 South Koreans, including 4
cabinet members. Three Burmese
journalists were also killed and 50
people was waiting for South Korean President Chun Doo Hawn to
place a wreath on a shrine honoring Burmese martyrs. A delay in
his arrival is thought to have saved
the President, and North Korean
involvement was suspected. President Hawn and his wife promptly
returned to South Korea.
(New Dehli) India took direct
control of the Punjab state after
members of the militant Sikh sect
allegedly killed 6 Hindu bus passengers and 2 officials on a train.
Hindu leaders immediately called
for a statewide strike. Police and
units patrolled parts
of Punjab, with orders to shoot
lawbreakers. Punjab state officials
and legislators were removed.
(Manila) Striking Filipino workers at U.S. bases agreed to end a
strike when a pay survey was
promised by the U.S. Meanwhile,
thousands of demonstrators walked
through the streets of Manila, calling for the resignation of President
Marcos. The Filipino government
annunced that it would delay an
increase in wages and would freeze
prices to halt the current currency
devaluation.
talks on
(Jerusalem)
a plan for peace with Israel are to
negotiate in behalf of the Palestinians as part of Reagan's midest
peace initiative. Meanwhile, Israeli
Shamir
Prime Minsiter-designaasked Parliament to confirm his
cabinet appointments. Also in the
Mideast, Iraq received 5 fighter
jets .from France, and Syria re1
missiles.
ceived new Soviet
Sporadic firing continues through
in Lebanon and U.S.
the cease-fir- e
envoy McFarlane is to meet with
Syria's Foreign Minister. Growing
ties between Syria and the Soviet
Union are causing concern in the
administration.
(Warsaw) Lech Walesea was
awarded the 1983 Nobel Peace
Prize for his efforts in founding the
outlawed Solidarity labor union and
his preventing violence in the attempts to address Poland's problems. Walesa said that he would
donate the prize money to the
Polish Catholic Church, which supported the movement. It is uncertain whether Walesa will be allowed to go to Norway to accept the
award.
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BY SUSAN R. JONES

I

Just about everyone enjoys lying
in bed on a Sunday morning listening to the tranquil pitter-pattof
the rain hitting the roof, but when
this familiar sound changes to a
sizzle the tranquility becomes anxiety.
The acid rain phenomenon has
not been exaggerated. It is real and
is as destructive as conservationists claim. Acid rain can strip paint
from cars and burn eyes. It continues to kill lakes, forests and rivers
and the life within them.
Robert and Alexander Boyle, authors of Acid Ruin, warn that time
is running out In northeastern
America where acid rain has fallen
for years, scientists report that the
spruce trees in Vermont are dying
and more than 200 Adirondack
lakes, once healthy and saturated
with trout, are now only bodies of
dead water.
As a consequence of acid rain,
certain German forests win be
lifeless in five years. Many scien
er

tists project that regional ecosystems will die, washed to the core
by acid rain.
Part of the controversy of acid
rain stems from the fact that its
origin has not been precisely determined. The phenomenon was first
identified in 1852 in Manchester,
England as a result of burning coal
high in sulfur. The smoke from
factories was found to discharge
particles of sulfur and nitrogen into
the atmosphere. Today industry
releases 100 million tons of sulfur
dioxide into the atmosphere yearly.
The sulfur dioxide then combines
with the water vapor in the air and
becomes sulfuric acid. This returns
to earth as acid rain, acid snow,
and acid fog.
The most commonly reported
chemicial variable in rain is the
hydrogen ion. Both hydrogen and
sulfate ions have shown geographic
variations with both acidity and I
sulfate concentrations increasing
obviously in Scandanavia. A Swedish report proposes that this is due I
Continued on Page 12

The Internationalist

Iwo qieat piiidil w One low price.

Party with little
Get twice the slices, not the prices!

sists of four major islands, Honshu.

Kyushu,

Shikoku,

Hokkaido,

o
WOOSTER
331 W. Liberty
j 262 0011

at one low price
with this coupon.

The Internationalist welcomes porary Japan in a true perspective.
To begin with, let me describe N 'Extra cheese
Kaku. A sophomore majoring
geographically. Japan conYoko
Japan
SpeechCommunications,
in

hails from Tokyo, Japan. From
1979 till 1982, when she came to
Wooster, Yoko lived in Malaysia.
Today she will tell us about contemporary Japan.
What do you picture in your mind
when you think of Japan? A mystic
country in the Far ' East where
"samurai" walk around with the
long swords on their waists and
"ninja" fly from wall to wall? Or
possibly you might just think of
Seiko watches and Toyota cars.
Even though Japan has been
known as one of the most civilized,
highly populated, industrial nations
in the world for the past 30 years,
not many people realize what is
actually going on there. So, why
don't you take a little time to read
this through, then hopefully you
will get rid of your misconceptions,
if any, and be able to view contem

c

Buy any size

Yoko

on a

per-pi-

e

basis.

(m

and

more than 3,000 smaller ones. It

spreads over 3,000 kilometers,

J

sixth largest population in the

world. Over 115 milllion people live
there with an average density of

inhabitants per square kilometer (approximately 750 inhabitants
per square mile) compared to only
30 inhabitants per square kilometer
in the United States.
Its capital, Tokyo, is similar to
New York City: it is a huge city
Continued on Page 12
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Expires: October 22

which is approximately 1,900 miles,
and the Asian Continent is roughly
750 kilometers (465 miles) away.
Japan's surface area occupies
only 0.3 percent of the world total
land area, and 80 percent of the
land is mountainous.
As you may know, Japan has the

I
I
I
I
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New Law Fights

License Fraud

This

The Ohio Bureau hol illegally, or to make bogus
COLUMBUS
of Motor Vehicles (BMV) is imple- financial transactions," said Mcsecurity Culllon.
menting a new state-wid- e
"Older people who lend' their
procedure to reduce the number of

fraudulently issued duplicate driver's licenses.
At a press conference in Colum-iu- s
today. State Registrar Michael

J. McCulllon announced that

effec-

tive Monday, September 12. all
applications for duplicate licenses
will be sent to the BMV's central
office for verification of authenticipilot project
ty. A similar
in Franklin County proved successful in reducing the number of fake
15-mon-

th

licenses issued.
"This new program is aimed
primarily at young people who use

fraudulently obtained duplicate
driver's licenses to purchase alco

New Drinking Laws Effecting
that they
are the person represented by the Students Across The Country
form
identification papers.
a social security number.
Sign a form stating

driver's license information may
not realize that when the new
license is issued, the original driver's license is cancelled."
McCulllon pointed out that over
the last four years there has been
nearly a 25 percent increase in the
number of duplicate licenses issued
while the total driving population
has remained the same.
Under the BMV's new security
policy, all persons applying for a
duplicate driver's license will be
required to:
Present to the deputy registrar
certification of birth date and an
official document showing proof of

is

by the deputy
registrar or license agency clerk.
Pay the required fee of $3.
($1.50 State11.50 Registrar)
Applicants will be given a copy of
the application which will allow
temporary driving privileges for 90
days. After the information has
been verified, the new license will
be mailed to the proper address.
BMV officials will be aggressive
in prosecuting those who are trying
to fraudulently obtain a duplicate
driver's license. Under state law,
anyone convicted of giving false
information on a license application
is subject to a $500 fine and up to
six months in Jail.
The new security procedures also
will apply for
who want
to obtain an official state identification card.
then

counter-signe-

d

non-drive-

rs

(CPS)
This fall's experiments
in clamping down on student drink
experiments performed al
ing
most simultaneously by a huge
have
number of schools now
inspired a series of tough new rules
on student behavior, but an initial
check with colleges across the
country indicates students are willingly adapting to their dryer campuses.
"We didn't have the beer suckers' that have always been around
before," Mike Jewell, a member of
the University of Kentucky's Phi
Delta Theta house, observes gratefully. His house and all the other
Kentucky fraternities agreed to
hold dry rushes for the first time
ever this fall.
Bar owners near the University
of Oklahoma campus arranged to
accomodate a crowd of 5,000 stud-ne- ts
at a rally to protest the state's
new
legal drinking age
law, but only 150 students showed

aventure and many others have
simply banned drinking on at least
parts of their campuses. Fraternities like those at Kentucky and

North Dakota State voluntarily

have begun dry rushes and special
alcohol-fre- e
activities.
At Loyola College of Maryland,
students must now don special
wrist bands to get liquor at campus
parties. Students caught violating
by giving a
the new policy
drinkwristband to an under-age-d
er, for example
can be kicked
out of student housing.
When the University of Mary-

land's

under-age- d

population

"plummeted from only 25 percent
of the (student body) to over 60
percent this year, we Just decided
to put an end to all drinkling on
campus, rather than try to deal

with all the enforcement problems," reports Sandy Neverett, the

assistant resident life director.
"Since the majority of students
up.
can't legally drink anyway," adds
Dry rushes and parties elsewhere Anona Adair of the Unversity of
unfolded without controversy. "I Oklahoma, There simply cannot be
think (the fraternities) are finding any alcohol on campus."
The crackdown is extending
it brings good results, and keeps
too.
the people away who only come for
Town police have been spot
the free beer anyway," observes
Jonathan Brant, head of the Na- checking parties at Millersville
Counfrence.
state College in Pennsylvania this
tional
drinkIt also shows "that fraternities fall, hunting for under-age-d
are somethig besides beer.busts," ers and enforcing the city's new
he adds.
noise law.
Not all student groups are happy
Illinois State students now must
about the way schools are going get permission from town officials
about controlling student drinking, 15 days before holding any outdoor
parties. Then they nave to have
however.
"We're all for" controlling drink- security guards at parties.
ing, says Bob Bingaman, head of
Marquette, Michigan officials
the State Student Association in passed a tough new noise and litter
Washington, D.C., which coordi
ordinance designed to control parnates state student activities ties on and near the Northern
around the nation and also helped Michigan University campus.
"We're seeing a real turnaround
Kansas and Georgia students ward
off drinking age hikes last spring.
in the way alcohol is being viewed
"But students are responsible not only by administrators, but by
enough to sensitise themselves students themselves," says Gerar-d- o
Gonzalez, president of BACwithout having legislatures making
CHUS, a national group aimed at
decisions for them," he argues.
Both legislators and school ad controlling student drinking.
"More and more schools are
ministrators are making those decisions nevertheless, and at an in- integrating new policies to limit
drinking, and show that alcohol
creasing pace over the last year.
Maryland. Oklahoma. Arizona
Continued on Page 9
State, Alabama, Virginia, St Bon- 21-year-- old

Exceptioeal
Maeasemeet
Opportomties.
For exceptional College Grads
(and those who are soon to be)
CURRENT
OPPORTUNITIES:
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
o BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
o AVIATION o LAW
o MEDICINE o INTELLIGENCE
o CIVIL ENGINEERING
o SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
o

Sign up for an interview in the Career
Placement Office.

off-camp-us,

Inter-fraterni-ty

.

profezionol
todie'l Baa

264-409- 0

&REDKEN
uiuiKtammwi

Interviews will be held in the
Career Placement Office on
Wednesday, October

19.

For full information, Call the Navy Mangement Programs Office

CALL COLLECT,

216-676-04-
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Get Responsibility Fast.

Save $2.00 on your next shampoo,

cut&blow dry with student ID& ad
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Cleveland's University Circle
reknowned among its class. Its
gardens, fountains and hidden staKoreman
By Elisabeth
laid out around
tes are carefully
General Moses Cleveland bought
and the old
steeples
which
to
lake,
1796
in
acre
in
an
40
cents
land for
lend
Western
Case
of
halls
lecture
named
be
to
city
a place where. the
spa?
is
itself
Museum
The
charm.
after him would grow. That land
clous, well laid out, and the guards
cannot be squired for less than two
are extremely friendly and willing
million dollars, and Cleveland has
to
share their accumulated knowlmillion
two
become the home of
edge.
The museum houses imprespeople. The city would become a
sive modern, eastern, Chinese, Afgreat steel and iron manufacturing
rican, medieval and classical
center, and an important Great
collections; although the Egyptian
Lakes Shipping Port.
and the traveling exhibit. 'Images
Despite the historical and indusAmerica' were disappointing.
of
a
vibrant
city,
trial aspects of the
fascination is held by the
One's
cultural life flourishes in Cleveland
actual displays: mixed among, the
centered around University Circle.
standard glass cases are pieces of
Nestled among the gardens and
period
furniture and statues which,
trees of Wade Park, music can be. transit
is
not for the guards, one
of
Art
were
if it
The Cleveland Museum
heard from Severance Hall, Monet
and suits of armor can be seen in
the Cleveland Museum of Art. Inside the Cleveland Museum of Natural History there are dinasour
skeletons and exhibits which trace
the evolution of the local fauna and
floura. If this is not cultured and
learned enough to fill a week of
rainy afternoons, then consider
Case Western University, whose
libraries hold the books for every
graduate and undergraduate student in the region to do all their
scholarly tasks for. the entire semester.
Aside from the local attractions
found in University Circle, the entire city is accessible by rapid

could touch. The effect is marvelous. It is not terribly dull. and
stuffy, but on almost feels that one
Is in the actual time and place of

the exhibit. Especially in the

Chinese and Eastern collections the
temple in a
sense of being in
banyan forest is conveyed. Another
wonderful thing about the museum
is that It Is open until C:0Q p.m. and
is rarely crowded, but however
wonderful the museum might be.
eating In the cafeteria Is not recommended.. There are plenty of restaurants in University Circle.
culture tempt
Should the lure-o- f
you, the Dean's Office and the
Student Activites Board Is sending
buses free of charge to the Univer-

sity Circle the first Saturday after
mid-terbreak. There Is also a
trip to see the play , 'Our Town at
the E.G. Marshal Hall In Akron.
Spaces for these trips can be reserved in the SAB office.
m
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Diary Of A Play: Part II

Costuming: Fantasy And Reality

1

;

E.J. WILS
An integral part of the production
of any play is costuming. It Is my
work in the theatre designing cosBY

itV.

tumes for Anton Chekov's The Set-gu- ll
that I will explain. It is this
experience that gives me an opportunity to break up the usual academic routine with creativity, fantasy and practical therapy.
Costuming here is unique in that
Our task
it is entirely student-ruis to read the play, and to have the
actors in appropriate clothing by
opening night. From there on. we
are free. All of us being novices,
this freedom at first felt like tumbling blindly into a dark hole,
without knowing where it would
lead us. But you get used to this.
And with time, it becomes a joy.
All things have small beginnings,
and the costumes for Seagull were
no exception. They were born
hunched on a little wooden stool on
the. fifth floor of the library, in
between history and political science. It takes a little while to let
the differences in dress sink in, and
to imagine people moving in other
than jeans and sweaters. You realize you are serious when you're
carrying a 30 pound stack of costume books out of Andrews.
Luckily, I have a childhood
steeped in fantasies about
people to build on. My education in fairy tales was thorough. In
my head the tales lived on, and
many papers were filled with my
colourful, if awkward, attempts at
drawing my visions. Later, I found
my mother's Encyclopedia of Fashion, which spent many years after
n.

-

r--

Uj

old-fashion-

THIS WEEK IN
WOOSTER
Monday
Tuesday-

break

ed

WednesdayWEDNESDAY. OCTOBER

s

r

semi-forgott- en

into the Freedlander basement on a
radiantly blue Saturday afternoon,
and keeps you there until you run
to dinner at 6:20. That's what is at
the root of a parade of colorful
fabrics in a dream at night.
But costuming the Seagull is
more than reliving a fantasy in a
mature form. It is also an outlet for
new creativity, and for sharing it
with others. A painter picks his
colours as he needs them, feeling
his way to the finished painting,
rather than knowing the end in
advance. Sometimes, the picking of
a colour is hesitant, other times it
is obvious what is right In much
the same manner, the costumes of
the Seagull start with a rough idea.
It Is only by following intuition,
step by step, guided at times by
rationality, that they come into
being. This process requires the
interesting combination of concentration and letting the mind go.
Only in this way can everything
slowly come into being. I watch the
appearance of the costumes with as
much a feeling of novelty as one
who never worked on them would
feeL And to know that they are a
part of you, coming out of you, is a
feeling that no A on an exam can
--

give.

It is extremely positive to have
this juxtaposed to the abstract
of academics. I
mind-expansi-

on

would almost wish to give everyone

something like this, but each must

find bis or

her own. I found mine,

hidden in the basement of Freedlander; creating with a mix of
fantasy and seriousness. -

On The

Dead

BY MAC SQUIER

I once had a friend In high ma of establishment ways. Rising If you've never been in an auditoschool, Barry, who liked the Grate- out of a tide of indifference and rium with thousands of people
mania known as the screaming and tripping on acid,
ful Dead. It seemed like a perfectly peace-lovin- g
sixties, the Grateful Dead repre- then it's kind of hard to know what
normal thing at first;
bumper stickers, albums, the whole sented to many a different way of the Dead are all about ... The band
bit. No one was really sure of what life. It was a time of Timothy controls the mood of the audience,
happened to Barry; the metamor- Leary, Owsley, and pseudo-min- d
and the audience, in turn, feeds off
phosis, the change in personality. expansion. Most interestingly.l of the band." MacWilliams, whose
All one could truly discern was that however, was the fact that the tape collection consists of Dead
Barry like the Grateful Dead. In Grateful Dead was able to survive performances from as far back as
fact, Barry's affinity for the Grate- this transient era and remain a 183 claims that "no two shows are
T-shi- rts,

-

It

LECTURE: Germ am in the Back-

bone Countlea of Ohio.
William Schreiber, Gingrich Professor of German, emeritus. The
German Department continues its
series on Germans in America. One
fourth of all Americans have a

families, customs, towns and architecture in Ohio. Equally at home at
an Amish barn raising and on the
streets of Vienna. Professor Schreiber is a folklorist, historian and
literary critic with a specialty in
significant amount of German German-AmericanNOTE
blood. Even more in Ohio. Profes- CHANGE FROM FALL CALEN
sor Schreiber. long time expert on DAR Mackey Hall, 7:30 p.m. Re
the Amish, has researched German ception afterwards in Mackey HalL
a.

Thursday
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20

LECTURE: Christianity Under

lutely fascinating. As puberty set
in, my dreaming gained substance
and figures became attached to the
clothes. Their names were Jane
Eyre, Elizabeth of Pride and Prejudice, Josephine of EMS Pinafore
and many more. Just as important
as their romances, at least an
integral part of them, were the
swish of silk and the rustle of
tafetta on the dresses of the women
as they wandered the old British
estates.
Although these daydreams have
receded into the past, I recall them
as the dresses for the Seagull
if the
materialize. It is almost-afantasies of my childhood are coming to life, but their life, with my
growing older and slightly wiser,
has changed.
Imagine a childhood dream of
your own. Perhaps it was living
amongst-polabears or travelling
to India to go on a tiger hunt with
the Maharaja. Fifteen years later,
you find yourself studying zoology
with a strange enthusiasm, or you
are really excited about the prospect of a semester at a University
in Asia. This mixture of the
fantasy
and a piece of
serious work that plugs into it, but
from a totally new and unexpected
angle
this is what working down
in the costume room is. It is the
evocation of the dream, and the
challenge of a project that must get
done, and preferably done well.

that makes this work as exhilarating as it Is. That's what pulls you

Time Out Of Mind

-

break

that in my room. I remember one
particular dress from the 1880's
with a hoopskirt so wide that you
could just slip underneath it and
use it as a tent. The concept of such
an article of cothing I found abso-

Op-

pression: Eastern Europe and

South Africa.
J. Oscar McCloud, General Di
rector, Program Agency of the
United Presbyterian Church. Both
the Program Agency and the World
and National Council of Churches
with which it is affiliated have long
had major interests in the role of
the church in areas where it is

suppressed but where it continues
to work for liberation for alL Dr.
McCloud speaks from years of ex
perience of what the church can
hope to accomplish, and what the
fate of individual Christians might
be. Mateer Auditorium, 8:15 p.m
NOTE CHANGE FROM FALL
CALENDAR

ful Dead eventually ' grew into a
n
obsession which led to
his downfall. He dropped out of
school, left home and subsequently
lost touch with what you and I
would call reality. After being
kicked out of his house by an
insensitive father, Barry took to
following the Grateful Dead around
the country. It's been almost seven
years since I've seen or heard from
Barry.
I wanted a chance to set the
record straight. I wanted to find
out about the" Grateful Dead and
the aura surrounding them. Most
importantly, however, I wanted to
find out what happened to Barry.
In 1965, down on the peninsula
south of San Francisco, near Palo
Alto, a group of musicians formed
a band called the Warlocks, aoon to
be known as the Grateful Dead.
The result would soon become a
cultural institution and a symbol of
adamant defiance against the dog
"

full-blow-

force to be reckoned with well into
the eighties.
- So what is the dead? What makes
them so spelcal? What is it that
could make someone dedicate
themself to a way of life that
condones the ingestion of LSD and
other hallucinogenic drugs T
Admittedly biased in my views
about the Dead. I posed my somewhat slanted questions to a real-lif- e
"Dead Head" on campus, and got
some straight answers on a subject
which I knew nothing about. Sitting
in Rob MacWUliam's room in Biss-maI viewed one of the most
extensive cassette tape collections
ever to be compiled by a human
being
and almost all of them
(well in excess of 120) were of the
Grateful Dead.
I asked Rob just what it was that
gave the Grateful Dead such a
powerful influence over the lives of
so many people. "I think it's because the band is so
n,

drug-oriente- d.

the same. Songs are often unrehearsed and spontaneous." Concerning the dubious reputation of
the Grateful Dead. . MacWilliams
was quick to point out that many
people immediately brush off the
burn
Dead as being
out music" because they've never
"acid-oriente- d,

seen them in concert before.

"Check out a Dead show and then
make your judgments", says
Mae-Willia-

ms.

So what do the members of the
Grateful Dead think about their
following? In a recent publication
Jerry Garcia, the band's lead guitarist and most outspoken member
commented on the Dead heads: "a
good humored bunch who never
allow us to take ourselves too
seriously. It has been my entertainment to walk around and catch the
humor of these characters and
become their audience. I see the
Continued on Page S
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Art Review: Magical Sculpture
Indeed, because Soppeland's controversial Jackson Pollock),

a fat, artsy ceramic lamp on
work is so small, and the detail so
sensitive, it invites you to run your the veneer table,
eyes luxuriously throughout the
a boy sitting on a rug before
work, somehow knowing that what the television,
a pizza in an open box, with
is there is meant to be there;
letting you ponder what is meant to one piece on a napkin on the floor
be seen.
in front of the boy,
an open bottle of pop,
The most overwhelming aspect of
his art is his humor, which comes
and a pencil and two unattendin abundance. In some of his work ed notebooks, presumably from
he has turned art into more .fun schooL
Within his highly plastic format,
than most people think art is supposed to be , possibly reminding with which he is obviously very
one of the wildly whimsical work of comfortable, Soppeland can also,
Alexander Calder, or the ambigu- using the same elements that make
ously bizarre funniness of the car- his work funny, create highly ambiguous works that are not at all
toonist Robert Chaste.
For example. Soppeland's "A funny, but rather disturbing.
Both "Pink Kitchen" and. after a
Tattooed Snake Jumped Over Our
Campfire" is everything it says; a second inspection suggested by a
big, fat, wobbly snake with myste- respected friend and professor, the

BY FRANZ JANTZEN
Art Crttiqxw
MARK SOPPELAND
The Mackenzie Art Gallery
The work of Mark Soppeland

recently installed in Mackenzie
Gallery in the Severance Art build-

ing ia without doubt the most genuinely creative work exhibited by a

single artist that I can remember
having seen on this, campus since I
began attending Wooster in the fall

.

of 1982.
On Thursday, October 20, he will

speak about his work at 11:00 a.m..
in the Frick Museum. I recommend
in the strongest way both seeing his
work and attending his seminar.
Mr. Soppeland is a truly innovative artist in the finest sense, for
out of the context of his own youth
and growth he has remembered rious markings floating fatly over a
experiences and impressons of his hilariously static campfire, an
frame from a home movworld and has drawn from both to
develop a refined, personal style ie.
"Painting A Cow" is in the same
that is neither redundant nor
vein, wherein a man in overalls
This is a beautiful thing, and he stands, amid nine open gallons of
has been truthful in his talents, paint, slobbering a most complainjecting serious social comment cent cow with the most random
and humor in ways that are not samplings of every color.
Although humor is a strong
able to be dissected.
Judging from the work exhibited, thrust in his work, Soppeland also
Soppeland's favorite and exclusive has pieces that are more descripmedium is minature sculpture, tive than humorous. I found "Remote Control" to be one of the most
which takes basically two forms.
immediately digestible in this
The most detailed are like
- conarchitectural cut- sense, so densely packed with-could
crete
documentation that it
aways, displaying a corner of a
room or a piece of land, uprooted be autobiographical (I understand
that the artist is probably around
and placed on exhibit
The second is in the form of a 80 years of age, meaning that he
usually not spent his seminal childhood in the
vertical
over one inch deep, the most realis- late fifties and the early sixties). In
tic of these using an obnoxiously it I found:
a detailed, rather cheap veforeshortened sense of persepctive,
neer
table,
A
Perfect
"Finding
such as in
a television popular in the
Brushstroke In A Painted Desert."
His pieces contain enormous 1950's. the huge wide kind with
amounts of delicious, delightful de- speakers on either side and a
tail, so rich as to recall the pains- record player in the top,
a huge, ugly ceramic ashtray
taking work of the medieval icon-is-ts
with
burnt cigarettes in it, and a
ivory,
of
out
carved,
who
complete evolutions of Christ's life pack of unsmoked ones with a
next to it,
small enough to fold up and fit into matchbook
an abstract painting above the
the palm of a monk's hand, pure
enough' in expression for solemn television (which could be a reproand
duction of the
contemplation.
icon-ograp-

allu-sionist- ic.

--

three-dimensio-

wall-hangin-

nal

g,

often-popul- ar

hic

feeling.

In "Pink Kitchen." one finds a
woman (presumably a housewife)
in front of a sink, inside a box
painted pink (the representative
"kitchen"), open on one side and
with a small window above the sink
on the other.
Unlike the rest of his
Suppeland chose to put a top on this
sculptureroom and make it inflexibly rectangular: a contrast to the
Her position
rest of the
has best been described as a golfing stance (where she has raised
the club and is about to whack hell
out of the ball), her hands being
restrained by a large pink ring.
This in turn is restrained by
huge, long needle poking through
the kitchen; one of several, which
collectively remind me of those
magician's boxes where the lady is
inside while the magician sticks
sword after sword into the box until
one would think she is all sliced up.
Clearly, there is more than meets,
the eye in this piece.
Soppeland is simply an artist who
knows both his medium and the
background from which he draws,
and in knowing these well he has
created a body of original work
worthy of more extensive critical
inspection and aesthetic acclaim.
cut-away-

cut-away-
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"Performance In A Green Box,"
are decidely of this more serious
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The artistic talents of Lori Doty and many other school children are
displayed in the back showcase in Lowry.

Grade School Ari
Brightens Lowry
Over by Line n in Lowry Center
there is an alcove that has been the
keeper- - of many things. For the
past week or so it has been the
home of "The Children's Art Cor
ner." There, in the alcove there are
a number of drawings done by the
afternoon kindergarten and the
first graders at Beall Avenue
SchooL They were given the assign
ment of drawing their pet, a pet
they would like to have, or one
class had the option of drawing an
animal they would like to be. Using
a pencil to start, they drew their
animal then added trees or furni
ture to their drawing to show where
the animal was, inside or outside. A
few animals are in cages,' some
inside and most outside. The variety of subject matter and quality
one finds in a single class is
intriguing. The animals range from
spotted pigs and multicolored cats
to flying dragons. Not all the ani
mals are recognizable to us, as
adults. To the children the art
iststhey are complete and full of
exact Information of what they are
and where they live. Colored in
with crayons, the children create
an animal of their own.
As we get older we become
critical of each other's and our own
work: we want things to be "real,"
we want them to look just so. We
might be critical of these drawings
on display as we notice there is a
hanging dog and a floating pig. We
see the sky at the top only, appropriately colored blue, the grass on
the bottom is green and the sun in
a corner with straight inch long
rays is a cheery yellow. Some we
cannot recognize at all. These are

--

normal states a child goes through
as he begins to use. symbols to
He draws
represent
what he "knows" as opposed to
what he "sees." There is a noticeable difference between the kindergarten and first grade drawings
here. The klndergartner's, on ink
paper, show more geometric
knowiL-objects-

.

complete form as opposed to tne
first graders. On white paper, the

animals are still made up from
shapes but the shapes connect into
each other and begin to be more
complex. One kindergartner has
textbook perfect example of an
early schema
head with face,
four legs and no body.
Toe muiucoiorea cat uon njai
of the artist beginning to see things
in a more dimensional way. The
legs on the other side are shorter.
Thl hrlnff In m. flintf rit rfpnth ta
the picture and indicates her cognitive ability possibly a little more
than her classmates, Also one can
ar draws
wiHm hnw ttxm
xrom a dwhu new woue uk
bodies are drawn from the side. Having the "correct" color is not
always important to them at this
point They often use color as they
feeL If they are happy about themselves and their drawings they
might use a. bright color. If they t
are a little sad or Insecure they
might use a dull or dark color.
There was a 'lot of frustration Is
drawing these pictures as some
already want them to look "right"
Especially with the first graders,
who are bright students and want
their representations, to ' look
,;
Continued on Page S
.
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Grade School

Art

Hopecourged by
fully they will learn to enjoy the
process of making art and not have
not-quite-succe- ss.

The Griffith
Park Collection
By JD COX m
In today's style of producing
albums, tracs are recorded, rerecorded, overdubbed, spliced, syn-

thesized, and electrically altered
until any capacity for spontaneity
is expunged. The reasons for this
cutting and chopping is musicians
who are too incompetent to produce
a cohesive piece on the first take.
.However, in this age of rhythm
programming and dubious talent,
there is a fresh force of spontaneous creativity finding its way
into the musical marketplace, an
album entitled The Griffith Park
Collection. (Elektra Musician,
1982).

PARK"

COLLECTI&

Hyena ft o

Their switch from acoustic to electric is a surprise, but their ability
to produce traditional jazz is not.
The album opens with "L's Bop",
by Lenny; a blowing tune with an
early 60's Blue Note sound. Next
comes Stanley's "Why Wait", a
g
number, and finally
"October Ballade", a slow, easy
tune by Chick that shows his versatility: his ability to handle ivorys
as well as ions. Opening the next
side. Freddie's "Happy Times" is
an upbeat, cheery song with a
melody one hums
all day. After that is the only song
not by a band member, "Remember" by Steve Swallow, which con-juup images of smokey speakeasies. The last trac is "Guernica,"
another by Lenny, which focuses on
experimentation, especially with
Freddie and Joe.
This disc features some excellent, seductive jazz by real musicians, not cardboard copies who
have to keep playing for weeks to
get a song right In the words of
Lenny White, this album "...means
more than just a group of musicians getting together to play ... it's
with
music played from
truth and conviction. There's no
substitute for that"
blues-swin-

under-the-brea- th

rs

The title track follows, as slow
blues in the tradition of later blues-me- n
such as Albert King.
On "Texas Flood" Vaughan takes
his time developing his theme, both
musically and lyrically, and succeeds in gaining a dramatic effect
"Tell Me" picks up the pace in a
straight blues-rockand "Testify," an instrumental, ends the side.
Side Two begins with another
instrumental, "Rude Mood," which
allows Vaughan to show off his
mastery of the lightning-fas- t
riff.
Later on the side, Vaughan
shines as a vocalist again on the
slow blues 'Dirty Pool." This is
followed by "I'm CryinY'a mid
tempo blues shuffle on which
Vaughan best uses his guitar as a
rhythm instrument
er

"real" One in particular had trouble with her cat when she made the
legs too short on one side and the
body too fat on the other. She was
very disappointed and discouraged
when it was time for art to be over;
she was not done and it was not at
she wished it to be.
These are typical examples oi
five and
art Some will
become discouraged because they
cannot draw the way they would
like. Some will not be discouraged
by their work but by the remarks
of others about their's not looking
right Hopefully, some will pursue
their enjoyment and not be dis- six-year--

old

to have "instant success."
Looking at these drawings can
take us bck to our own childhood
and bring a smile to our faces as
we remember that Mother's Day
card we brought home or that
project we took our time on and
finally finished. We can remember
the joy of creating something of our
own. As we look at these we can
enjoy them for what they are or we
'can look deeper into the artists and
see a small part of them. We can
learn out the level of the artist and
seeremember a new way to view
the world.

r

First-Tim-

Blood Donor,

e

the-hear- t,

"Lenny" closes the album and is
far the "lightest" number on the

by

Texas Flood
Part of what makes this work
wonderful is that it was created
without rehearsals; Just a group of
musicians who went into the studio
and came up with good songs in
less than two takes. These people
let their musicianship, not their
producers and mixers, create

worthwhile tunes. The men who
could do this are Stanley Clarke

(upright bass). Chick Corea
(piano). Lenny White (drums), Joe
Henderson (tenor sax) and Freddie
Hubbard (fluegalhorn and trumpet). As the range of .instruments
shows, the set up is that of a
traditional jazz quintet This medium is typical for Freddie and Joe,
but Chick, Lenny, and Stanley are
popularly known for their work in
k
the burning, electronic
fusion group, Return to Forever.
jazz-roc-

By Drew Vandecreek
On "Texas Flood," his debut

album, Stevie Ray Vaughan asserts
himself as a formidable contemporary blues guitarist Vaughan and
his band Double Trouble create a
sound reminiscent
basic three-piec- e
of past blues masters, with Vaugh-an- 's
guitar at center stage.
Vaughan's style is flashier and
more
than the recordings of Muddy Waters or Howlin
Wolf, but he succeeds in laying a
strong rhythm base in every song,
except the three instrumental on
which he solos
The album opens with the Chuck
Berry-styl- e
single, "Love Struck
Baby" which is a. classic double-tim- e
blues rocker. On "Pride and
Joy," Vaughan slows the pace with
a piercing guitar line and stands
out as a vocalist of simple, direct
power.
solo-orient-

ed

non-sto- p.

Alcohol Issue
considering raising their legal

doesn't have to be an inherent part
of college life," he reports.
The control efforts began in earnest on many campuses during the
1982-8- 3
academic year, and have
acclerated since as more states
raise their legal drinking ages and
more college towns are emboldened
to try to control student noise.
Roughly half the states now have
drinking ages set at 21, compared
to 20 states a year ago. Several
other '"21 states" have alos closed
.

loopholes

that allowed

18-year-o-lds

to drink wine and beer.
Arizona and Ohio are currently

drinking ages to 21, Bingaman
says.
Bingaman remains opposed to
the laws and external controls.
"We feel education and enforcement of existing laws are the answers, not singling out college students as being too irresponsible to
drink."
Gonzalez, however, contends
much of the effort to control alcohol abuse and noisy campus parties
is coming from students themselves. "I think young people are
realizing that we have a problem
common to all of us, and that there
are things they can do to help."

record. On this instrumental,

Vaughan seems to slide into a more
ls
relaxed mood, bis formerly
guitar tone suddenly becomes elegant and his sinewy
phrasing finds a new grace.
Texas Flood is a straightforward,
traditional blues album on which
Stevie Ray Vaughan takes no
chances; every song uses an approach which has been recorded
many times before. But novelty is
not what is important in blues. The
blues express emotion in its simplest form, and to change it would
be to tarnish it
Texts Flood is a good debut
album because it is direct in its
approach and clear in the realization of each song's potential, of its
flaws, of lyrical misstep and flashy
instrumental, which can be outgrown in following albums. Vaughan, who played on several tracks
on David Bowie's "Let's Dance"
LP, is a genuine talent who merits
watching in the future.
This record is available at Round

You're ONE Special Person
You have the Courage to Care

hard-as-nai-

Records-Ticxetro-n.

American
Red Cross

Yrld

The Dead
Continued from

Page t

Dead heads both as familiar faces
in the .audience and stars in their
own right All of us involved in this
reciprocal entertainment know
something about these things."
But what about people like Barry? What about the ones who drop
everthing and head out on crosscountry treks in search of something that's probably not there in
the first place. Looking back at my
own past, when I used to have an
open mind. I try to be objective
about the Grateful Dead. Having
never had the opportunity to experience a Dead concert, my own
opinions will no doubt remain
somewhat slanted ... but only because I once lost a friend to something I couldn't understand.

iff
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Fulbright
Prof

Convocation:

Continued from Page 1
Continued from Page 1
However, it seems that at least a
Professor Maude will be arriving very large minority refused to obey
in early January, and will remain the law. Smuggling, home-mad- e
through the semester. His daughter, liquor, criticism and support of
will be joining him in April, and the drinking in the media and underworld involvement (typified by Al
rest of the family in May.
Needless to say, we are delighted Capone) were all widespread.

with this great opportunity for
Wooster students and, indeed, for
the entire Wooster community. His
coming is a result of the efforts of
Professors Richard Bell and Nancy
Lukens to secure a Fulbright professor in the general field of peace
studies.
Both of the .above courses win
count toward the peace studies
major.

However,

overall drinking

seemed to have declined to less
than one gallon a year per person.
e
This all proved that a
reform depends on voluntary support, "a social contract," and that
significant minorities (such as. Germans and Irish) simply refused to
sign the contract, Kyvig stated.
Concerns over erosion of respect
for other laws and the increase of
wide-rang-

Page 9

Soup
And ...

Prohibition

government power prompted increasing demands to repeal the
law. However, many felt, as If orris
Shepherd (one of the instigators of
Prohibition), that "a hummingbird
could fly to Mars with the Washington Monument tied to its tail" as
easily as the amemdment could be
repealed.
He was proved wrong when, in
1933, with unprecedented quickness
and smoothness, state conventions
voted for the repeal of the 18th
Amendment
Several observations could be
made from this, said Professor
Kyvig. This negative experience
convinced the country that laws
couldn't solve the problems that
alcohol brings, and an emphasis on

Continued from Page 1
It is the change from within
the change in that entity known as
the soul
that is the purpose of
Soup and Bread, of the Christian
Children's Fund, and of the Bread
and Justice House. The physical
resources are used in a spiritual
exercise. It is the ideal that is fed
by the real it is the Love of God
which profits from the gifts of
dollars and cents. As St Francis of
Aisiaii put it:
For it Is by giving that one
receives
one finds
It is by
It is by forgiving that one is
forgiven
attempting social improvement, It is by dying that one awakens
but instruct us what to avoid.
into eternal life.

the abuses instead of
preventing them has prevailed in
and has blinded us
from alternative laws. However, in
modern drug laws, there is a hangover from Prohibition.
Also, the experience with Prohibition demonstrated the flexibility
of the amending process, but also
discouraged its use. We must recognize the "pluralism of American
society and not attempt to impose
the will of a majority on a conscious minority," said Kyvig.
A historian, or concerned layman, could draw the conclusion
that the 50 years perspective on
Prohibition shouldn't stop us from
punishing
law-makin-

.
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Help a friend get through
I the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important. Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tougher to lose.
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For

Weekend Trips

BEER'BttRE

Time

Date
Akron Library

4c

Quaker Square

E.J. Thomas Hall
Play "Our Town"
Cleveland's Univ. Circle
area for museums 4c shopping
Cleveland's Beachwood Place
4c Shaker Square
Columbus's French Market
4c downtown area
'Palace Theatre in Cleveland
Play "Pump Boys 4c Dinettes"
Cleveland-HopkiAirport
take RTA to Cleveland for
shopping, sightseeing or

Fit, Oct 21

6:30-11:3- 0

.

a.m.4 p.nu
p.m.

9 a.m.-- 9

p.m.

Sat, Oct 29
I

study.
This trip is designed for

.-,.,

9

Sat. Oct 22

ns

r-V-

Sat, Oct

Sat, Nov.

3

1:30 a.m.- - p.m

Sat, Nov.

12

5:30-10:4- 5

Sat, Nov.

19

9 a.m.-- 6 p.m.

FrL, Nov. 25

International Students
or anyone staying In '
Wooster over Thanksgiving
Break to be able to shop
at Beachwood Place or downtown
Cleveland, or just enjoy the
area the day after Thanksgiving
Cleveland Library, University
Circle
Case Western Library
.

Sat. Dec.

shopping in downtown
Cleveland
Beachwood Place shopping

S

p.m.

9 a.m.--f

p.m.

or later

9

a.m.4 p.m.

9

a.m.4 p.m.

4c

2217 Bolivar Road S.W.. Canton, Ohio
Esber Beverages Inc., (800)372-372(216)456-463- 6

Phone:

6

OLabatt Importer. Inc.. Amhrrt.

or

W.Y.. 1979

Martf BrewrSnce

44706

IMS

for Christmas
Square

4c

Sat. Dec 10

Shaker

V-

-

TV vil

Ml.
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Cagers Drop
Scots Buried By Capital First
Decision THE WOOSTER VOICE

Sports

Tomorrow at 1:30, the Scots will

team savored the taste of a Homecoming victory, they experienced
the bitter taste of a loss to the
Capital Crusaders 28-- 0 last Saturday. The game looked as if the
Scots might have been able to
acquire their first OAC victory in
the Red Division, as the two teams
battled to a scoreless tie at

By Judy Skwiertx
track, as they will oppose the
Last week the Wooster field hockvisiting Heidelberg Student Princes
ey
team suffered their first loss
(2-"Heidelberg has skilled
people on offense and defense; they against Miami University with a
final score of
score on the big play, said Kapp.
During the first half, Wooster had
(0-1- ).

3)

2-- 1.

a

Football Notes
WOOSTER:
Head Coach: Jim Kapp (3rd,
Last Week: Lost to Capital. 28-- 0
1-4,- 0-1

As the halftime score indicated,
the contest was a defensive show
by both sides in the first half. Both Last Meeting: 1982. Heidelberg, 21
teams' running games were futile. 0
1
Wooster rushed for a scarce 19 HEIDELBERG:
yards on 23 carries, while Capital Head Coach: Phil Morse (3rd.
struggled for 17 sparse yards on the Last Week: Lost to Mt Union, 1
Series Standing: Wooster
ground in 21 carries.
The passing game was somewhat
NOTES
Both teams will enter
of a different story. Capital held
the upperhand in this category. Saturday's contest looking for their
They completed 8 passes for 95 first Red Division win. The Scots
yards, while Wooster completed also will be trying to turn around
two passes for a lean 17 yards. what has been a disastrous season
Capital utilized their passing attack to date.
The major concern for Wooster is
to threaten for a score early in the
second quarter, only to fumble the the health of junior quarterback
ball on the Wooster 3 yardline, with Phil Lucchese. Lucchese suffered a
Wooster's Tom Nelson recovering severe bruise on his throwing arm
early last week and the Scot ofit
Wooster offense was dealt a se- fense sputtered immediately. Woos
vere blow by Capital in the early ter did not have a first down
part of the first quarter. Quarter- between the time Lucchese was
fourth quarter
back Phil Lucchese sustained an hurt and late in the
de
injury to his uppr arm, and could against Capital's second-strin- g
not play the rest of the game. fense.
Heidelberg is led by senior quartTherefore, because Lucchese is
such a vital cog to the Scot offense, erback Joe Borkowski, who has
passes for 672
the Scots were taken out of their completed
yards and six touchdowns. Other
game plan.
In the second half, the Wooster threats include freshman running
offense continued to sputter. They back Kent Dunn (37 rushes, 118
yards) and wide receiver Ray
only got two first downs, and consequently the defense remained on Thompson (11 catches, 323 yards.
the field for a great portion of the two TDs).
Sophomore Tim Scott has
half. "Our defense was
they just wore our de- emerged as one of the top punters
fense down since their offense had in the OAC. He booted the ball 12
just one punt shy
the ball so much," said Kapp, times Saturday
of the school record
for an
whose Scots drop to 4
Capital gained 155 yards on the average of 35.9 yards per punt. For
ground in the second half, while the season he is averaging 36.2
Wooster could only muster 55 yards yards per punt
FOR WOOSTER TO WIN
"We
rushing.
The passing game was not much have got to play really well and
different. Capital totaled 116 yards, stop the big play," said Scot coach
while Wooster netted just 21 yards. Jim Kapp. "We have to be consist"If we tried to pass, we were ent offensively and
intercepted or sacked; we couldn't defensively."
INJURY REPORT Lucchese is
sustain a drive," said a frustrated
probable with a severely bruised
Kapp.
Capital scored two of their four throwing arm. If he is unable to
touchdowns through the air, with play, Kapp is looking at freshman
the other two touchdowns coming Arch Rodgers, who displayed a
strong arm in the waning moments
d
on a
run and a
of the Capital contest
interception return.
2-- 3,
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game and the ball remained at
their end keeping them on the
defensive. With over twenty shots
being taken by Division I Miami, it
is to the defense's credit that the
score was not higher by the end of
the half.
The goalie, Judy Skwiertx, played
a fine game with eighteen saves to
her credit and sweeper Sue Swag-nstopped the ball from going in
four other times. By the end of the
first half the Scotties were down by
only one goal and they came out
and scored in the first two minutes
of the second half, with Aggie Belt
putting it in again for the Scotties.
During the second half the offense responded to the goal by
keeping the ball down in scoring
range for most of the half, but
couldn't get the ball in the cage one
more time. Miami scored in the Patty Rodman battles an opponent from Miami University. The field
last five minutes of the game which hockey team suffered their first defeat in this contest. Photograph by
Cheryl Lower.
brought the score to the final
making Wooster's record
This Saturday Wooster comes up
against Denison here on the Cindy
Barr field. Come watch them beat
BY; TOM WARD
their rivals.
tive time she has finished first for
A. little over a week ago Coach Wooster. Liz Moran and Becky
Craig Penney stated that his wom- - Pickett "ran exceptionally well"
ien runners were confident and and chalked up times of 20:39 (16th
ready to run their kind of race. place) and 20:45 (18th place). Bev
Saturday at the Wooster Invitation- Roberts (37th place) stopped the
al the women turned Penney's pre- watch at 22:10. Jean Danowski,
diction into fact The Scottie
22:14 (38th place), ran in on Pickplaced fourth in a field of ett's heels. Kathy LovelL 22:25,
BY AMY H. WEISBERGER
Last Saturday, the Women's Soc- twelve teams. Wooster ran away Amy Cilimburg, 22:37, Kate Las-ky22:56 and Dawn Haghighi,
cer Club lost to Ohio State Univer- from the Division III competition,
and beat nemesis Oberlin College 23:13, all ran the course aggressity
however, they can still go by
twelve points.
sively.
to the playoffs at Ohio State if they
Penney summed up the Trailbla-zer- s'
Penney was pleased by the way
win their last three games. The
in a concise manner. the women used the home course to
three schools that the Scotties will "The success
women's outlook and prepa- their advantage. One key factor
be facing, Oberlin University, Ohio
ration is outstanding."
towards the Trailblazers' success
Wesleyan University and WilmingDivision I Kent State captured was "their attitude about going
ton College, are Division III schools
meet with 38 points. Division n after the hills." Many of the
unlike Ohio State which is a Divi- the
Walsh College (84 points) and Divipassed other runners going
sion I schooL
The Scotties were up 0 with sion I aCleveland State (97 points) up Kahoona hill.
were
distant second and third.
Although their performance at
goals by Mandy Burr and Betty Wooster
(116 points) led the pack of the Wooster Invitational was outTitle. According to coach David
Young, the Scotties played "as smaller schools. Oberlin, who had standing, there is still plenty of
Wooster a week earlier, tallied time before the women peak. Pengood as Ohio State during parts of tied
128 points. Following Oberlin ney knows there is room for imthe game but not as consistent as up
were Denison (158 points), Akron provement and that many tough
them throughout the game."
(168), Kenyon (191), Hiram (240). practices are ahead. But he states,
To show what good sportsman
ship they have, after the game the Muskingum (253), Case Western "The women are running with a lot
and Mt Union (351).
more confidence."
Scotties invited the Ohio State Club (282),
top three runners finWooster's
Next Friday the Scottie Trailblato join them at their party.
seconds of each zers travel to Delaware, Ohio for
The next game is at Oberlin, ished within seven
Relays. Wooster wil be
Wednesday, October 12 at 4:30. The other. "Runners packed together is the
kind of situation that we like to competing against approximately
last opportunity to see the Scotties the
30 schools. Wooster has
a good
play at home is Saturday, October have," said Penney.
Trailblaxer Amy Smith was the shot at winning the College Divi22, against Ohio Wesleyan at 1:00.
cross the finish line. sion. Penney says that next week's
The last game of the regular sea- first Scottie to of
20:38 (13th place meet is not a big meet "but it is
son is Saturday, October 29, away Smith's time
overall), marked the third consecu important that we continue to gain
at Wilmington.
confidence.".

half-tim- e.
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BY PETE BOTTT

Just as soon as the Scot football try to get back on the winning
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I.M. Update
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By DAVID BRYAN

After finishing the regular season
and in third place, BFD rolled
though three opponents in the soft-ba- ll

(U

10-- 3

tournament to claim first

place.

Good

&

defense and excellent

clutch hitting powered the Douglass
squad into the finals against Das
Boot, an upset winner from the
bottom bracket.
BFD pounded The Feet and Stoo-F- u
to get into the finals.
Das Boot defeated the Krappers
and 1st section to reach the finals.
In a thrilling,
Two
win, BFD beat the Booters
runs in the sixth wrapped up the.
win. (A close play at second allowed the winning run to cross the
plate)
Both teams earned the respect of
all who watched, especially this
'writer, for their hustle and determination. Good job guys.
come-from-behi-

--

if
II

--

The World
According To Wardy
! "
Somewhere in the World of SporU:
In the world of professional sport it. is often easy to

It

"

-

1

Pagru

J.

nd

6-- 5.

Wooster's Kevin Murray passes off to a teammate in last Saturday's
game at Mount Union. The Scots fell 1 in a hotly contested battle.
Photograph by Cheryl Lower.
2--

separate the athlete from the individual. The Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde routine can be seen on the court, in the arena, and
on the playing field. There need not be a full moon.
The sweet and charming John McEnroe who pushes Bic
razors as if Armageddon war next weekend Is not the same
His animalistic
individual that walks onto the har-tr- u.
behavior towards umpires, linejudges, and opponents would
have made Robert Louis Stevenson proud. Not even Treasure
Island's fortune could match the bills McEnroe is fined for
his demeanor on the court. At least the good doctor did not
insult his victims before devouring them.
Then there is Billy Martin. The New York Yankee
skipper possesses all the sportsmanship qualities of a
charging bull. Billy likes to stick his horns into bis players.his
coaches, the press, and even matador George Steinbrenner.
It is pure comedy to watch Billy Martin on television. He is
never afraid to recite his encyclopedia of excuses to Justify
the Yankees' subpar performances. Two minutes later one
may catch Billy, laughing with Steinbrenner on a Lite Beer
from Miller commercial. Martin was not laughing last month
an umpire'. Lite
when he was suspended for
Beer from Miller may taste great, but I've had my fill of
Martin's vile behavior on the diamond. ...
Certainly not all athletes and managers act as if they
belong in the Jurassic period. There are pro athletes that do
not approach the game as Tyrannosaurus rex approached its
prey. But there exists enough film footage of bench clearing
fights, hockey players climbing out. of rinks, flying equipment, tongues, and middle fingers to create an ABC novel for
television. Unfortunately, this book would have to be titled:
Sportsmanship in America, Myth or Fact?
But the attitude of poor sportsmanship has not poisoned
the entire sporting world. Somewhere in northeast Ohio there
is a sport still played on the humanistic level.
On certain afternoons during the past six weeks, many of
Wooster's young men suspended their quest for B.A.'s and
B.S.'s in order to pursue singles and doubles. The College's
intramural softball program provided the chance for
athletes to enjoy the challenge and camaraderie of
the game.
It was a league where guts often replaced grace. It was a
league where the power of determination often' overcame
pure talent. It was a league that gave young men the chance
to become boys in the secret of themselves. But most
Importantly, it was a league in which the majority of
individuals displayed sportsmanship throughout the contest
1
and after the last flyball had found the leather.
Undoubtedly, it was player sportsmanship that pushed
the game past the boundaries of its aesthetic beauty.
Intramural softball provided a situation where one's personal
conduct was tested. It was never difficult to determine which
individuals had developed patience, sincerity, and a sense of
humor. How a person reacted to his team being slaughtered
14 to nothing revealed how well he handles the disappointments and setbacks that are intrinsic to the human experi,
ence.
How an individual reacted to victory betrayed how well
he was able to keep the sport in perspective. Emotion is part
of the beauty of team sport, but cruelty towards other
athletes is not.
Last Tuesday my softball team soundly defeated David
Bryan's team. After the game we shook hands. He smiled
sincerely, congratulated us on the victory, and wished us luck
in the final game. He, like many players on my own team
and other teams, has developed a strong character, with help
from one fine academic farm club.
You need not be a psychologist to figure out who is ready
to bat in the big leagues now.
--
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Flu Ridden Harriers Finish iWomen Win
Third Of Four At Muskingum Four Straight
BY DAVID BOOP
ished well in
The flu which has hit the Wooster races.
Youngstown
campus hard this past few weeks
greatly affected the performance of Muskingum

their first collegiate

BY CAROLYN MATTHEWS

After coming off a losing weekState nipped host end at the Ohio Northern Invita7
to ruin the home- tional, the Women's Volleyball
coming for the Huskies. Wooster Team is on the winning track
finished third with 58 points far again. They won four games from
and have raised their
outdistancing last place Bethany October
record to 14-with 78 ooints.
The Scots compete today at Ohio On Tuesday, Oct. 4, Wooster.
meet. played Ohio Wesleyan and Ohio
Wesfran and the
This meet features all institutions Dominican. Unlike 'their bad weekof higher learning in Ohio compet- end, the team played as a unit.
ing in the same meet Division m They easily defeated both teams:
and Ohio
schools, like Wooster, will be tan- Ohio Wesleyan 15--8, 15-gling with such Division I powers Dominican 15-- and 15-as Ohio University and Ohio State. On October 8th the team played
With Bill Jackson and many of his at home for the first time this year.
teammates looking doubtful to run They must have been a bit nervous,
due to illness, it could be a rough as they were crushed by WittenCoach
berg in the first game,
week for the Scot runners.
Stockham said that' the team
played like "stiff boards" and was
flat Even Karen Light, who sent
CfiKXA
"
Continued on Page 12
SOOfiTYV
44-4-

the Scots Men's Cross Country
squad. The depleted ranks 6ft the
team finished third in a four-teaevent held this past weekend at
m

Muskingum.
The excellent tandum of Fleming

and Jackson were healthy though.
Paul Fleming continued to have a
very impressive freshman year as
his time of 27:43 was good enough
for fifth. Bill Jackson finished exactly one minute behind his teasm-mat- e
in 28:43 for ninth place overall. Andy Baird, better known for
bis prowess on the oval of the
track, finished third for the Scots at
29:14 for 12th place.
- Al Jacobsen and. Dave Dean
scoring for
rounded ouVthevaristy
Wooster. --Freshman- Pete Ragone
and sophomore Tom Kuehls fin

4-- 8,
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Scotties Record
Four Victories
Continued from Page

me
Scientist"

11

her first spike crashing against the
Continued from Page 3
bleachers, bad a bad first game
regrouped,
and
however,
to
sulfur emissions from fossil fuel
The team
won the next two games 15-and combustion in Germany, Holland,
15-Belgium, and Great Britain.
Oberlin was the next opponent
In addition to industrial contribuand they fell in straight games, 15-- tions, grass, tree and plant leaves
5, 15-The team definitely moved and other green vegetation are
better as it was led by Karen and believed to be potential contribuTammy Allen, but they are still tors of the sulfur that makes acid
having problems with their serves. rain, according to a Virginia Tech
Again they missed 8 serves in one scientist. William Winner, director
of air quality research at Tech,
match (against Oberlin).
The team also played without says his studies indicate that plants
Barb Davis, who was sick. Melissa give off a sulfur compound when
Whitbey has also been sick, but the making food for themselves.
team still continues to chalk up the) The amount of sulfur returning to
the Earth is twice the known level
wins.
being contributed by industrial
sources
the ocean and marsh
gases, according to Winner. He
stresses the need for extensive field
research and more advanced instrumentation for verification of his
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with a large population, skyscrapers, buses, taxis, and subway services all around the city. Tokyo has
various sorts of educational and

recreational facilities, and a great
number of shopping centers, etc.
Before we go further, those two
words, "samurai" and "ninja",
must be defined. The former refers
to medieval warriors and the latter
to invisible assassins, both of which
originated all the way back in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centu
ries. However, even now, toward
the end of the twentieth, century,
some people still ask me. "Do a lot
of 'ninjas' (actually, no plural form
is applied in "the Japanese language) go around killing each other
on the streets of Tokyo?".
These innocent folks always
.
make it hard for me to keep a
straight face when I tell them "No"
because they are quite serious and
not fooling around or anything. I do
not think there are many people
today who still believe in the exist
ence of medieval knights in contemporary Europe, but people tend
to think of Japan as a mysterious
and illusive land in the Far East.
Today, the lifestyle in Japan
differs little from that of America.
Japanese people eat exactly the
same sort of food you eat everyday,
and sometimes they might have
Japanese meals; they wear exactly
the same sort of clothes you wean
everyday, and on some occasions
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to Boyle and Boyle,
the rain itself is not the only
problem. The rain, once it has
fallen, bleeds substantial amounts
of aluminum and other metals
which taint life.
Although the problem and its
source are not clearly defined, the
need for action is inevitable. One
realistic recommendation is washing coal before burning, which
could reduce the amount of sulfur
dioxide pollution by millions of tons
yearly. The single largest producer
of sulfur dioxide pollution in the
world, Canada's giant quarter mile
high stack of The International
Nickel Company, implemented this
measure and halved its emissions.
An Environmental Protection
Agency Task Force is now trying to
solve the acid rain problem, but
presently little is being done.
The history of add rain is fright
ening and the future holds less

pleasant

consequences
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During the week of Nov. 14. a
photography symposium featuring
sion" were selected form the exten- lectures and slide presentations
sive Bourke-Whi-te
collections at will be held at The College of
Syracuse University and the Pic- Wooster in conjunction with the
ture Collection of Time Inc.. New exhibition.
1969.
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strong measures are taken soon.
Clean air legislation may force
industry to alter their already effi
cient processes, but isn't this a
small sacrifice in exchange for
trees, lakes and life?
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tweeen. Therefore, more drinking
is done on the campus itself and not
they might wear a"Kimono," in the community. As things now
which is a Japanese traditional stand, the College's restrictions
costume; they live in Western-- control our parties, while not forcstyled houses, but then again there ing those who choose to drink to go
to do so.
are still some traditional houses
Quite frankly, we feel this 'probaround.
One thing in particular that is lem' has been blown way out of
definitely not done here in America proportion. Alcohol is a part of
or in any other European nation is society.
freshmen are
the removal of your shoes before not being thrown into an alcohol-oriente-d
you enter a house. This tradition!
social arena every year,
has been kept up for centuries inl as you say. Rather, they are beJapan.
coming a part of a community
Well, I hope you have got rid of where they are free to make their
your misconceptions, if any, and own choices. No one is pouring beer
got to know Japan a little better. down their throats, or twisting their
Japan is not the land of illusion arms.
where "samurai" and "ninja" go
Jane Hofmeyer
around killig one another. It is the
Ellen Buchanan
land where new and old have been
Terrl Mahoney
well blended; the former acquired
Merritt Holland
out of its modern industry and
Lori Craning er
civilization, and the latter acquired
Jfll Stewart
out of its long, eventful history.
Lydia Strohl
off-camp- us
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